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Abstract: Coal and gas co-mining is one of the green mining technologies in coal mines. Coal
and gas co-mining can reduce environmental pollution and supply-side carbon emissions from the
coal industry. It has an important role to play in achieving the goal of carbon peaking and carbon
neutrality. The perfect state of safety production and economic efficiency is a “win-win” situation.
Therefore, it is of great theoretical and practical importance to evaluate the safety and economic
coordination of coal and gas co-mining systems. This study used a system dynamics approach to
analyze and evaluate the coordination of coal and gas co-mining systems in a dynamic simulation. A
case study was conducted using the Zhuxianzhuang coal mine as an example. The results showed
that the coordination degree of the coal and gas co-mining system exhibited dynamic changes. The
average value of the system coordination degree is 0.790, which is a good coordination degree. This
demonstrates that the system dynamics method is feasible for evaluating the coordination degree of
the coal and gas co-mining system. The system dynamics evaluation model can effectively simulate
the dynamic changes of different variable factors in the co-mining system. Therefore, these research
results can provide corresponding optimization recommendations for practical production needs.

Keywords: system dynamic model; simulation analysis; co-mining of coal and gas; coordination
degree evaluation

1. Introduction

To address global warming and accelerate global greenhouse gas emission reduction,
China proposed the goal of “carbon capping and carbon neutrality” at the 75th session
of the United Nations General Assembly in September 2020 [1]. In the context of the
“carbon peaking and carbon neutrality” goal, coal extraction is both an important source of
energy supply and a major source of greenhouse gas emissions [2–4]. In addition to carbon
dioxide, greenhouse gases include methane, nitrous oxide, and sulfur hexafluoride, which
are collectively referred to as non-carbon dioxide greenhouse gases by the international
community. Methane (CH4) is the second most important greenhouse gas after carbon
dioxide. The greenhouse effect of a methane molecule is more than 20 times that of a carbon
dioxide molecule. The 6th Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) has proposed global medium- and long-term coal and gas emission reduction goals
around achieving different temperature control goals [5]. This increases the pressure on the
global mining industry to decarbonize coal mining and consumption for minimizing coal
mine methane emissions, which is an actual scientific and technical problem [6].

The main source of energy in China is coal, which is extremely rich in energy re-
serves [7]. However, the discovered coal resources account for a relatively small proportion
of the coal reserves. With China’s rapid economic development, coal demand is gradually
increasing. According to statistics, coal consumption in 2021 accounts for 56.0% of total
energy consumption [8]. It leads to a gradual increase in the depth of coal mining in China
as well. AS the depth of mining increases, coal bed methane pressure and gas gushing
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are increasing, and the danger is significantly increasing. Gas, as an associated product
of coal, is mainly composed of methane (CH4). While it is a source of disaster and air
pollution in coal mines, it is also a valuable, clean, and efficient non-renewable energy
source from the carbon footprint perspective [9]. The extraction of gas can improve the
safety of mining production and protect the environment. It can also improve the coor-
dination of resource, economic, safety, and environmental factors, ensuring that the coal
industry can maximize its benefits and also the sustainable development of society within
the corresponding constraints.

Coal and gas co-mining is a method of mining both coal and gas as resources. Com-
pared to traditional coal mining, coal and gas co-mining has the characteristics of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere, improving economic benefits, reducing gas
hazards, and lowering ventilation costs. The premise of the coal production system is safe
production, and it aims to ensure maximum economic benefits in a safe state. Therefore, in
the background of the “double carbon” goal, a coordinated degree evaluation of the safety
and economy of coal and gas co-mining can be a good contribution to mine production.

Dzhioeva, A.K. et al. [10] describe the non-linear variation of methane concentrations
in subsurface boreholes and the specific characteristics of their implementation. Brigida,
V.S. et al. [11] studied the characteristics of local minimum methane concentrations in
drainage holes. Bing Qin et al. [12] pointed out that the stress redistribution caused by coal
and gas co-mining mining affects the permeability and thus the gas co-mining. At present,
many scholars’ research on coal and gas co-mining is mostly focused on the research
co-mining theory, the influence of pressure relief for outgassing dynamics, technological
processes, and related questions [13–17], while the research on the evaluation of coal and
gas co-mining remains insufficiently studied. Zhiheng Cheng et al. [18] constructed a
co-mining technology system and dynamic evaluation model for determining the effect of
extraction-mining-extraction on coal seam clusters near the mine area. Bing Liang et al. [19]
established a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model with three parts: economic pre-
evaluation, safety evaluation, and co-mining effect. On this basis, it quantified the degree
of coordination between coal mining and gas extraction systems using the coordination
degree function. The evaluation of coal and gas co-mining has mainly focused on the
evaluation of co-mining effectiveness. The dynamic assessment of the coordination degree
of the co-mining system is a less studied area.

In this paper, the possibility of application is being considered the System Dynamics
method to co-production system coordination assessments. The co-mining system is di-
vided into economic benefits and safety levels according to production and operational
objectives. Then the system dynamics method is used to establish the corresponding coor-
dination evaluation model of the co-mining system. Finally, it is simulated and evaluated,
and rationalization recommendations are given.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Dynamic Evaluation Methods

System Dynamics (SD) is a method for studying the structure of systems created by
Forrester [20]. It is a dynamic evaluation method. System dynamics uses the theory and
method of information feedback to study complex systems. It is argued that its behavior
patterns and properties depend mainly on its internal dynamic structure and feedback
mechanisms. System dynamics can solve highly nonlinear, high-order, multivariate, multi-
feedback, and complex system problems. It can grasp the trend of development of things
at the macroscopic level as well as analyze the interactions of microscopic factors within
the system. Currently, system dynamics methods have been successfully applied to risk
assessment [21], efficiency evaluation [22], resource contribution evaluation [23], policy
evaluation [24], and economic benefits evaluation [25].

This paper adopts a system dynamics-based method for evaluating the coordination
of coal and gas co-mining systems. The coal and gas co-mining system is dynamic, and its
structure as well as the economic benefits and safety level in the production process can be
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seen as a complex system. The dynamic evaluation of the coordination degree of coal and
gas co-mining systems first requires consideration of the system as a whole. Secondly, the
influence constraints between the indicators of the system and between the indicators and
other relevant factor variables are summarized, taking into the characteristics of coal and gas
co-mining into account. Finally, a system dynamics model is established for the evaluation
of the coordination degree of the co-mining system. The level of coordination of the coal
and gas co-mining system and the trend behavior of the results of other variables over time
is obtained through simulation analysis. Based on this, key factors are selected to study the
degree of influence of different influencing factors on the coordinated development of the
co-mining system, and then optimization suggestions for mine production are provided.

2.2. Construction of System Dynamics Indexes

The system dynamics cause-effect diagram is a reflection of the cause-effect relation-
ship between various factors of the system, which is the basis of the final simulation flow
diagram of the system. The coal and gas co-mining system is a multi-level and multi-factor
complex system. The maximization of efficiency and safe production are important goals
pursued by the enterprise. The system coordination evaluation in this paper will focus on
these two goals and divide them into the economic benefits subsystem and the safety level
subsystem. Through a literature research and data collation, factors affecting the coordina-
tion of the coal and gas co-mining system were distilled [19,26–29]. We then distributed
questionnaires on the influencing factors to people working in coal-related industries to
filter the indicators and obtain the final subsystem factors and influencing factors. Finally,
combining the characteristics of the coal and gas co-mining system, the relationship be-
tween the influencing factors in the system is analyzed, and the cause-and-effect diagrams
of its economic efficiency sub-system, safety level sub-system, and coal and gas co-mining
system are constructed.

2.2.1. Economic Benefits Subsystem

The economic benefits of the coal and gas co-mining systems are influenced by the
level of geology, technology, economy, and environment. The feedback relationship of the
economic benefit subsystem is shown in Figure 1. In the figure, “+” indicates a positive cor-
relation, and “−” indicates a negative correlation. The main feedback relationships include:

(1) Depth of coal seam buried→ (−) Geological level of coal seam→ (+) Geological level
→ (+) Economic benefits

(2) Coal seam thickness→ (+) Geological level of coal seam→ (+) Geological level→
(+) Economic benefits

(3) Top and bottom slab lithology→ (+) Basic geological level→ (+) Geological level→
(+) Economic benefits

(4) Hydrogeological situation → (−) Basic geological level → (+) Geological level →
(+) Economic benefits

(5) Complexity of geological structure → (−) Basic geological level → (+) Geological
level→ (+) Economic benefits

(6) The degree of difficulty of gas extraction→ (−) Gas geological level→ (+) Geological
level→ (+) Economic benefits

(7) Gas content→ (+) Gas geological level→ (+) Geological level→ (+) Economic benefits
(8) Gas pressure→ (+) Gas geological level→ (+) Geological level→ (+) Economic benefits
(9) Coal mining rate→ (+) Technical level→ (+) Economic benefits
(10) Gas mining rate→ (+) Technical level→ (+) Economic benefits
(11) Coal price→ (+) Economic level→ (+) Economic benefits
(12) Production cost→ (−) Economic level→ (+) Economic benefits
(13) Total investment→ (−) Economic level→ (−) Economic benefits
(14) Land reclamation rate→ (+) Environmental level→ (+) Economic benefits
(15) Wastewater utilization rate→ (+) Environmental level→ (+) Economic benefits
(16) Gas emission utilization rate→ (+) Environmental level→ (+) Economic benefits
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2.2.2. Safety Level Subsystem

The safety level of the coal and gas co-mining systems is influenced by the level of gas
geology, the level of basic geology, the level of inputs, and the level of production. The
feedback relationship of the safety level subsystem is shown in Figure 2. In the figure,
“+” indicates a positive correlation, and “−” indicates a negative correlation. The main
feedback relationships include:

(1) Hydrogeological situation→ (−) Basic geological level→ (+) Safety level
(2) Complexity of geological structure→ (−) Basic geological level→ (+) Safety level
(3) Top and bottom slab lithology→ (+) Basic geological level→ (+) Safety level
(4) Gas pressure→ (+) Gas geological level→ (−) Safety level
(5) Gas content→ (+) Gas geological level→ (−) Safety level
(6) The degree of difficulty of gas extraction→ (−) Gas geological level→ (−) Safety level
(7) Electrical and mechanical equipment integrity rate → (+) Production level → (+)

Safety level
(8) Education level of personnel→ (+) Production level→ (+) Safety level
(9) Number of extraction roadway layout→ (+) Input level→ (+) Safety level
(10) Number of drill holes arranged in the mining site→ (+) Input level→ (+) Safety level
(11) Production cost→ (+) Input level→ (+) Safety level
(12) Relative gas emergence volume→ (+) Gas level→ (−) Safety level
(13) Return airflow gas concentration→ (+) Gas level→ (−) Safety level

The cause-and-effect diagram of the coal and gas co-mining system is built based on
the analysis of the relationship between the variables of the economic benefits and safety
level subsystems. The cause-effect relationship of the coal and gas co-mining system is
shown in Figure 3.
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2.3. System Dynamics Model

By analyzing the relationship between the variables of the economic benefits and
safety level subsystems, and combining the variable relationships between the subsystems,
a coal and gas co-mining system dynamics model was constructed using Vensim PLE 9.2.4
software, as shown in Figure 4.
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3. Case Study

The Zhuxianzhuang coal mine is mainly for fully mechanized top coal caving, and the
degree of mechanization is 100%.

It adopts the method of coal mining with strike longwall and all trap roofs.
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It uses an advanced mining sequence in the mining area and a backward mining
sequence in the section. For gas protruding working faces, high-level boreholes and
upper-corner buried pipes are mainly used to extract gas from the mining area during the
recovery period.

Taking the II851 working face as an example, its coal seam original gas pressure is
1.55 MPa and its original coal seam gas content is 9.71 m3/t. The working face was located
in the protrusion risk area. It adopted the measures of protection layer mining combined
with a hole drilled along seam-enhanced gas drainage and the coal mining method of strike
longwall full seam cutting.

3.1. Parameters
3.1.1. Determination of Parameters

In this study, we used the coal and gas co-mining system at the Zhuxianzhuang coal
mine as a case study. The simulation was carried out using Vensim PLE 9.2.4 software to
establish the coordination degree dynamic model of the coal and gas co-mining system.
The simulation time was set at 12 months to accommodate the effects of different climates
on coal mining and gas extraction. The data for the model comes from the 2020 statistics for
the Zhuxianzhuang Mine. The model data includes some constants and variables, and the
model data values are taken based on monthly average data. The variables are coal seam
thickness, coal seam burial depth, coal production rate, gas production rate, coal price, etc.
The principles of influence level and influence degree of each variable in the model are
as follows.

(1) Influence level assignment

The degree of influence of each variable in the system dynamics model varies with its
value. By using the table function of the Vensim PLE 9.2.4 simulation software, the change
in the value of the influence factor corresponds to its level of influence. Finally, the level of
influence is then quantified in a range of scores from 40 to 100.

(2) Influence degree assignment

The degree of influence is the degree of influence of the influence factor on the corre-
sponding influence object in the system. The greater the degree of influence means that the
greater the promotion of the influence object. Conversely, the greater the weakening effect.
The influence degree is taken as a value between 0.5 and 1.5.

3.1.2. Coordination Degree Function

Ui(sj) indicates the degree of ordering of the variable xj on the system. ωj indicates
indicator weighting. In this paper, the geometric average method is integrated with the
linear weighted sum method. The integrated function is called the coordination degree
function.

(1) Geometric average method

D = n
√

Ui(s1)Ui(s2) . . . Ui(sj) =
n
√

∏n
j=1Ui(sj) (1)

(2) Linear weighting method

F = ∑n
j=1 ωjUi(sj) (2)

Finally, the coordination degree function is constructed as follows.

C =
√

D× F (3)

3.1.3. Equations

The equation in the model flow diagram is:
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(1) Coordination degree of coal and gas co-mining system = ((safety level orderliness × eco-
nomic benefits orderliness)ˆ(1/2) × (economic benefits orderliness × W1 + safety
level orderliness ×W2))ˆ(1/2)

(2) Changes in economic benefits = average economic level × (degree of influence of
geological level on economic benefits ×W3 + degree of influence of technical level on
economic benefits ×W4 + degree of influence of environmental level on economic
benefits ×W5 + degree of influence of economic level on economic benefits ×W6)

(3) Geological level = basic geological level×W7 + geological level of coal seam×W8 + gas
geological level ×W9

(4) Geological level of coal seam = coal seam thickness level ×W10 + coal seam burial
depth level ×W11

(5) Gas geological level = gas pressure level ×W12+gas content level ×W13 + difficulty
level of gas extraction ×W14

(6) Basic geological level = geological structure level×W15 + hydrological level×W16 + top
and bottom slab level ×W17

(7) Technical level = coal production level ×W18 + gas production level ×W19
(8) Environmental level = land reclamation level × W20 + wastewater utilization

level ×W21 + gas emission utilization level ×W22
(9) Economic level = total investment level ×W23 + coal price level ×W24 + production

cost level ×W25
(10) Change in safety level = average safety level × (degree of influence of basic

geological level on safety level ×W26 + degree of influence of input level on safety
level ×W27 + degree of influence of gas geological level on safety level ×W28 + de-
gree of influence of gas level on safety level×W29 + degree of influence of production
level on safety level ×W30)

(11) Gas level = return airflow gas level ×W31 + relative gas emergence level ×W32
(12) Production level = personnel education level × W33 + electrical and mechanical

equipment integrity level ×W34
(13) Input level = extraction roadway layout level×W35 + production cost level×W36 + drill

hole arrangement level ×W37

3.1.4. Determination of Weights

In this paper, we chose the hierarchical analysis method to determine the weights, and
they are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation indicator weights.

Indicators Indicates a Function Weights

Economic benefits orderliness W1 0.35
Safety level orderliness W2 0.65

Degree of influence of geological level on economic benefits W3 0.2347
Degree of influence of technical level on economic benefits W4 0.4148

Degree of influence of environmental level on
economic benefits W5 0.0662

Degree of influence of Economic level on economic benefits W6 0.2802
Basic geological level W7 0.1893

Geological level of coal seam W8 0.4163
Gas geological level W9 0.3944

Coal seam thickness level W10 0.3056
Coal seam burial level W11 0.6944

Gas pressure level W12 0.3366
Gas content level W13 0.3978
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Table 1. Cont.

Indicators Indicates a Function Weights

The difficulty level of gas extraction W14 0.2656
Geological structure level W15 0.1219

Hydrogeological level W16 0.1124
Top and bottom slab level W17 0.7657

Coal production level W18 0.491
Gas production level W19 0.509

Land reclamation level W20 0.5193
Wastewater utilization level W21 0.1358

The gas emission utilization level W22 0.3449
Total investment level W23 0.277

Coal price level W24 0.2814
Production cost level W25 0.4416

Degree of influence of basic geological level on safety level W26 0.1086
Degree of influence of input level on safety level W27 0.2395

Degree of influence of gas geological level on safety level W28 0.227
Degree of influence of gas level on safety level W29 0.2718

Degree of influence of production level on safety level W30 0.1531
Return airflow gas level W31 0.4288

Relative gas emergence level W32 0.5712
Personnel education level W33 0.0839

Electrical and mechanical equipment integrity level W34 0.9161

3.2. Dynamic Simulation and Analysis of Results
3.2.1. Model Validation

According to the established system dynamics model, initial settings were made for the
data of the Zhuxianzhuang coal mine. The simulation of the degree of coordination of the
co-mining system in the Zhuxianzhuang coal mine was carried out. To make the final model
simulation results more objective and accurate, economic benefits are used in the model
simulation to test the validity of the model. In the simulation result after the operation, the
economic benefits were 1.0399 billion yuan. Compared with its actual economic benefits of
1.008 billion yuan, the difference was 0.0319 billion yuan. The deviation rate was +3.165%.
The error was within ±10%, and the relative error was small. The simulation results of
the model are relatively consistent with the actual situation. The model test results were
good. The model can be used to evaluate the coordination degree of the coal and gas
co-mining system.

3.2.2. Results

The specific simulation results are shown below.
The relationship between the economic benefits and safety level and the coordination

degree of the coal and gas co-mining system is shown in Figure 5.
From Figure 5, it can be seen that the coordination degree of the coal and gas co-mining

system shows dynamic changes. Both economic benefits and safety levels have an impact
on the coordination degree of coal and gas co-mining systems, and the overall change
trend is the same. Analyzing the simulation data, we can get that the average value of
the coordination degree of the coal and gas co-mining system is 0.790, the evaluation of
economic benefit is good, and the safety level is evaluated as average.

An analysis of the dynamic change simulation data produces the following results.
The coordination degree of February and August is relatively good, and its economic
benefits and safety level evaluation is relatively good, which is in the peak position in
12 months. The coordination degree of May and December is relatively poor. May has a
lower evaluation of economic benefits and is in a trough position during the 12 months.
December has a low level of safety and is at the lowest level in the 12 months. Therefore,
economic benefits and safety levels can be improved by taking corresponding measures to
ensure the production of coordinated coal and gas co-mining.
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The relationship between the level of each influencing factor and the level of economic
benefits is shown in Figure 6.

As seen in Figure 6e, the level of each influencing factor and the level of economic
benefits show dynamic changes. The relationship between the level of each influencing
factor and the level of economic benefits can be seen in that the factors that mainly affect the
economic benefits are technology and the economy, and the geological and environmental
factors have less influence on the economic benefits. As seen in Figure 6b, the dynamic
trend in the coal production level and gas production level are the same as the trend in
the technology levels. It shows that both the coal production level and the gas production
level are the main factors affecting the technology level. As seen in Figure 6c, the coal price
and production level are the main factors affecting the economy. The higher the coal price,
the better the financial economics. The higher the production cost level and the lower the
production cost, the better the financial economics. The coal price is influenced by the
market and policy. It cannot be subjectively controlled. Therefore, while ensuring safe
production, appropriately reducing production costs and increasing the coal extraction and
gas extraction rates can help to improve the level of economic benefits.
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From the analysis of its simulation data in Figure 6e, it can be obtained that the level
of economic benefits in May is lower compared to other months. The technical level of May
is at the lowest level among the 12 months. In conclusion, the mining techniques such as
coal extraction rate and gas extraction rate can be used to improve the technology level to
achieve better economic benefits.

The relationship between the influencing factors related to the safety level and its
relationship is shown in Figure 7.

From Figure 7, it can be seen that the level of each influencing factor and the safety
level show dynamic changes. All influencing factors have an impact on safety levels. Of
these, the integrity of the electrical and mechanical equipment and the return airflow gas
concentration has a greater degree of influence on the safety level. The higher the integrity
rate of the electrical and mechanical equipment, the higher the safety during the mining
process, which will ensure the safety of the coal and gas co-mining production process.
The higher the level of return airflow gas, the lower the concentration of return airflow
gas and the higher the safety level. Therefore, the following measures are taken to ensure
the safe production of coal and gas co-mining. First, the performance of electromechanical
equipment by strengthening capital investment is guaranteed. The second point involves
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the strengthening of the frequency of personnel maintenance to improve the intact rate of
electromechanical equipment. Thirdly, reduce the concentration of gas in the return stream
during the mining process through ventilation and extraction.
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From the analysis of its simulation data in Figure 7, the safety level in December is
lower compared with other months, in which the mechanical and electrical equipment
completeness rate is at the lowest level of the 12 months. In summary, we can improve the
integrity of electrical and mechanical equipment by strengthening the financial investment
and frequency of personnel maintenance. Ultimately, the safe production of coal and gas
co-mining is ensured.

3.2.3. Discussion

At present, the commonly used evaluation methods mainly include the hierarchical
analysis method, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method, grey comprehensive analysis
method, etc. [29–31] The common feature of these methods is that they can only reflect
the overall level of the evaluated object at a certain point in time but cannot reflect the
influence relationship between the index and related factors within a certain time range, as
well as the evolution trend of the index over time. The coal production process is always
changing and dynamic evaluation is more in line with the needs of actual production.
System dynamics, as a research method that integrates systems theory, cybernetics, and
information theory, provides insight into current non-linear and time-varying phenomena
and offers the possibility of evaluating complex systems. Therefore, the evaluation of coal
and gas co-mining by introducing system dynamics is a topic worthy of further study.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the coordination degree of the coal and gas co-mining system in the
Zhuxianzhuang coal mine was simulated and evaluated. The main findings are as follows:

(1) Taking the Zhuxianzhuang coal mine as an example, the dynamic model of the
coordination degree of the coal and gas co-mining system was established. The
average co-mining coordination degree of the Zhuxianzhuang coal mine is 0.790. The
coordination degree of this co-mining system is on the good side of coordination.

(2) The economic benefits and safety levels of the coal and gas co-mining system were
analyzed based on the results of the simulation analysis subsystem. We compared
the dynamic trend graphs of the two subsystems and their influencing factors and
screened the main influencing factors that affect the degree of coordination of coal and
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gas co-mining. We then suggested relevant opinions for the coordinated operation of
the coal and gas co-mining system in the mine area.

(3) The reasonableness and practicality of the system dynamics model for the coordination
degree of the coal and gas co-mining system were verified. The results show that the
system dynamics model can effectively simulate the dynamic changes of different
variable factors in the co-mining system.
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